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SELF-EVOLUTION The Ladies & Gentleman’s Guide



DEMARIO CASH



ABOUT THE AUTHOR: DeMario Cash DeMario Cash, an Atlanta native – is an American entrepreneur, columnist, speaker and exquisite gentleman. He believes that our out-dated, reformed, life pattern has been overcome by a modern, new-age sophisticate approach to achieving greatness. DeMario has contagious sharpness, perfectionist class, elegant style and steaming goals that will continue to impact, touch and inspire others. He strives to let God lead his life to enhance lives through orgasmic flow of words, engaging observations and advice. He is also the upcoming author of the highly acclaimed book – CASHAMPIONESS: Achieving the Unlimited Potential Within You, a guide that walks everyone through the stages from being ordinary - to a lifestyle of achieving one’s ultimate potential. Follow Him on Twitter and Facebook.



INTRODUCTION Our time on Earth isn't getting longer, it's actually getting shorter – meaning we should start living & spending our time here more purposefully. A lot of times we're fighting against ourselves, when there's no need to be opponents of who you really are; being you should be easy. We don't understand how dope we actually are until we start living - experiencing God, Family, Self, Friends & Nature in-depth. The more common sense we use; the more un-common we are. People fight against common sense everyday - which makes common sense, uncommon. In my 26 years of living, I’ve come to realize that common transparency is key. Transparency opens up doors for trust, love, growth, awareness and much, much more. Therefore, the purpose of this e-book is not to teach you anything new, but to make you aware of the things you’re unaware about yourself. This book is intently short, direct and to the point. It will challenge you to emerge. Self-evolution is the beginning of realizing the person that you always knew you were, and more.



Let’s dig in shall we …



YOU Find You:



Who are you? … First off – let me say, “Things” aren’t who you really are. Contrary to popular belief, trying to find yourself through things doesn’t work. Things don’t make you. Of course, food, housing, transportation, clothes etc. are necessities of living, yet our being isn’t made from these things. We cannot continue to use material things as self-enhancements - if we really want to find ourselves. Who you truly are is already within. You – just need to let the goodness that is already inside of you emerge. Your joy, inner peace, happiness, fulfillment and contentment shouldn’t come as a result of gaining external things but therefore come from knowing the beauty of whom you are and who God created you to be.



ATTACHMENTS Let it go:



Letting things go is an act of far greater power than defending and hanging on. Being attached to something may ultimately force us to think we have ownership over that thing. May I ask you a question: “Why attach to something that you can’t let go?” … When you get attached to something that you value or care for – this is called an Ego. I will go in greater detail about the “ego” later in this book. Therefore, with the ego – attachments are difficult to recognize. They’re usually reoccurring and subtle. Once an attachment is formed, it is bound to break and this is the very time in which it is recognizable. For example: Most of us have been in a relationship where we have been attached to a significant other. You may have labeled these attachments as love, lust, or just simple friends with benefits; while subconsciously dealing with the break-up process - you finally realize how attached you really were. Sad, but true. You may ask, DeMario - How do I avoid attachments? You can’t. It’s impossible, though attachments tend to cease by themselves when you no longer seek to find yourself in them. Letting go of people and things in life can be quite difficult, but realizing your attachments will save you from further disappointments and help propel your life forward.



SIN Minimize Sin:



Sin: is to live a life unskillfully, unconsciously and blindly. This “sin” causes us to suffer, lose touch of our unique quality of human existence and shade our beautiful life experiences. When it comes to sinning – you have to recognize your own insanity, to then rise to your own sanity. Though, we all “sin”, minimizing it will cause an enormous breakthrough in evolving into who you really are.



PURPOSE Find your purpose:



Clearly, our ultimate goal is to know Christ in our lives. Likewise, we were put here to attain greatness. Our time, our talent and our treasures are all intended for a singular purpose, and it is our life’s mission to not only know, but seek and potentially attain, greatness. 1.) Purpose: The reason you are here. Purpose is a gift from God. It is the divine plan for your life that is totally unique to the world. Purpose; this is your reason for being here, that unique talent or interest or understanding or skill you have that is yours and yours alone. If all of us understand that we are unique and started embracing that uniqueness, we would not only find our purpose sooner but warm to it easier. We are so busy trying to be like everyone else when, in fact, it is only our unique and specific skills that give us purpose. No one else’s purpose will come close to the vision and plans God designed for you before He created the foundations of heaven and earth. Therefore, to walk boldly into God’s plan for one’s life, prayer is needed in all areas of life including - family, relationships, finances, careers etc.



PASSION Utilize your passions:



Passion comes from within; it is the fuel that never stops burning, motivation to continue on the journey when times get rough, willingness to conquer without being told to even fight the battle and self-fulfillment; being content with the outcome of the results. 2.) Passion: The reason you want to be here. The passion to achieve whatever you put your mind to is a reflection of the verse: “I can do all things through Christ, who strengthens me.” Think of that statement for a minute. When we are passionate about something, don’t we also feel… stronger? This is Christ’s message to you: embrace your passion and fear not, I will be there to comfort, inspire and strengthen you! In our lives we are often fearful and anxious about certain things. Speaking in public is high on most people’s lists. But haven’t you noticed that, when you’re speaking out on some injustice you feel strongly about, some truth you know to be right, some injustice you want to correct, that you no longer feel scared to be loud, vocal, energetic and… passionate? Trust in Christ’s words and welcome the discovery – or rediscovery – of your passion; in finding your passion, you will also find strength.



EGO No Ego’s:



An “ego” is an American tragedy, ruthlessly tragic. To be quite honest, I had an ego and never realized it. Ego’s strangely take form when we lack - true identity. Time is what an ego is living on. The stronger the ego, the more it controls your life. An ego is a thought. It is an indication that who you perceive to be is NOT really you, in other words; an illusion. “Do you have an Ego?” ………. Egos tend to attract or cling to things that are external to drive a point of self-worth or perception. Ego’s live and ego’s can die. Feeding your ego is a thought in which you may tend to need more of something. More of which isn’t who you really are internally. The word “ego” can be replaced by the word ”I”. If you use the word “I” often, check for an ego. Egos are self-centered, prideful and controlling. They thrive off of hidden motives and hidden agendas, always wanting something from other people or situations without giving the same in return. An Ego needs attention, power, the need to stand out and separation to make itself look good. That’s an EGO. [How to rid an Ego] Only self-awareness, consciousness and presence can free you from an ego. Only presence can undo you from the past and only the present can take you into your future. The purpose of a human being is to live in this present moment right now, this will kill an ego. Live in the moment – not the past, not the future but NOW.



RELATIONSHIPS Master Love:



Once you have mastered love, you have mastered the art of living. Relationships are between beings – whether God, humans, animals etc. and without them there is no existence. Relationships are simply transparent thoughts, emotions, feelings, interactions, face-time and love. Relationships aren’t just one-way; it takes both parties involved to bring forth a true relationship. Many times we only form relationships to find love, when usually love can emerge in any common relationship. Love first, befriend second. Explainable love – is not Love. From now on, don’t try to explain your fulfillment; show it. Love doesn’t only love someone after being loved; Love, loves regardless and relationships prosper when love is involved. The secret to all successful relationships is effective listening, love follows. ::: If you’re choosing a mate, remember – If you seek beauty, your choice will always be difficult; If you seek trust, your choice will be easy. ::: Build ALL relationships on trust. Love without fear.



THE 25 THINGS A DAY “TO-DO-LIST” Things won’t happen until you start doing:



25 Things a Day Overview List: Make a list of 25 things. These things should help you emerge. In quest to become more, but not want more – there are plenty of things to do that brings the beauty out of life. Write down the things that make you more creative, aware, happy, peaceful and extremely productive with your time. [For ex. - Read the Bible, Workout 30 mins. a day, Silence 30 mins. daily, Drink ½ of your body weight in ounces of water - daily …] Ask Yourself: Are you wasting valuable time? What are 25 things you can do, that will enhance your productivity and emerge your inner self-worth? What are some things I need to stop doing? What is it in life that I want to experience? Expectations: To evolve into a ‘whole’ person. Length: ASAP - Until? Record Results: TBA



SELF-EVOLUTION MOVEMENT I believe, to evolve as human beings - is the beginning of an American Revolution. An evolution is the process of growth and development. I created this e-book so that we may all evolve to even greater levels as people – mentally, physically and spiritually. Once we begin evolving, we emerge our true, authentic self. This will bring about change in the world because it starts with you. A self- evolution movement is created by a leader, you’re that leader. This person is the one that changes for their betterment, the idea and leads the people to change through the change of their own actions. This is you. Embrace yourself and embrace others!



SHARE THIS E-BOOK This e-book is FREE, and I want you to send it to as many people as possible. One of the most powerful traits of “no cost” is that all individuals can be part of this self-evolution and make it an American revolution. So, if you were intrigued and enjoyed this book, pass it on:



-



Email it to as many people as possible, chain it. Post it on blogs. Post on Facebook and Twitter. Print it out.



DeMario Cash also has a few select slots available for one-on-one mentoring. DeMario spends most of his time enjoying life – which includes authoring books, writing national columns with SoulTrain and Examiner, traveling and family time but loves working oneon-one with people who want to live a limitless lifestyle by achieving their unlimited potential. The results speak for themselves. If you’re SERIOUS about investing in yourself and interested in one-on-one sessions send an email to: [email protected]



To God be the Glory,



DeMario Cash



This report is free and does not contain affiliate links. Share it with the world under the unpublished terms. © 2011 DeMario Cash
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